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Chapter VII
Romanipe: Roma Identities in Migration

Aleksandar Marinov

Introduction

This chapter seeks to understand the formation of the identities of Roma migrants.
Firstly, it will explore the role of feelings of Otherness end rr.ho the.v feel they are, as

opposed to those they distance themselves from. Secondh . it looks into the concept of
'Romanipe' and the practices of Roma misrants as i:tcrcatir e of their identities. The

intersection between the two - their feelings and their pr:ctices - makes the Roma case

quite specific andpoignant to study, as Romanies are in 3 .onslani stntegle to not only
react towards who they come across, but also the things :r-r co. \\hat it rurns out due

to their migratory processes, fuithermore. is the emer_i.n.3 ,ri strmethins new, as

characteristic of 'their ways'.
This chapter first examines who Roma migrmts frm Bul

themselves different from and who they consider they should keep thei
The section 'The Gaze, the Other and Roma Migrmb'demmmraes h
'gaze'gives birth to their identities and informs the ra1.s thel- behave abr

sometimes inform them what Roma 'should be'. This is wty Rma migrmts tr1-

their ethnicities abroad due to fear they will not be accepted b-v tre hog societ

also a majority of them seek to prove that such 1abe.s ':3 'r,:--:-!
It is thus not surprising for them to find or.rt th:: s

the Roma are not welcomed or accepted abroad. This ln r-l= ;,:' * l .i
consider' GadLe', or non-Roma, as a whole which i s in .t:r.' 

= 
-:l .r:, : - .--

does not stop there, however, and shows that there is n.':: :,: , ,i
narrative. Rather, distance and Othering can erist l'ei-.i.=: .,.

themselves due to limited encounters between ditterer:t s -:--:: - *:
trust and the negative labels they all share - and this er:,'-:s
perceive each other as threats. More importanth'. Roma r:'. : : -:-- - ::::
to behave no differently to GadZe societies thel oppose. c.s....: .:: ,

themselves from, as criminal, immoral and negatir e acls ":: ::1:'" - I -::
The chapter continues with a discussion about the li:. -': 'F"-,:..r:pe'. it argues

that 'Romanipe' should be studied as fluid and alu'ar s in t:: ::, . ,: ] ,:: recoming. The

Romani identities are seen as a reaction to the encor-tflIe:: L-ri t--tt=a:.:s '''' ith the societies

they come across and, as argued earlier, this gires :1r:: :,- :::-: rne$ I iflsn1i1ig..

Furthermore, 'Romanipe' becomes a negotiation bet,',.3: ',r,::: Roma perceive

"should" or is perceived as "typical" for Roma t'ut.l-s"'th.: -'', lich is adequate,

acceptable and compatible in the current da1'. as uelj :s ::e s:l.es thel'happen to
occupy. Arising from this, the terms 'art of living' and 'se -:;i:r : :t -rlliculruralism' were

utilised in this work. The Roma participants of thrs rese:ich ha" e tl.emonstrated their
readiness andwillingness to be part of the world and absorb iiu-rm it as much as they
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can, internalise it and appropriate different elements from it, which in turn results in t:-.

creation of different assemblages or hybrids that bear the common name Roma. In th-=

sense, the discussion of a 'third space' is central to this discussion, one which stress-.

the importance of space (Lefebvre 1991; Soja 2007). Romanipe, it is argued, is open i':

interpretation, is always flexible and open to accepting new forms/shapes aii.
meanings.

The Gaze, the 'Other' and Roma Migrants

In order to better understand the identities of Roma, this research sought to study u i;
the 'Other' is for Bulgarian migrants and how they relate with the 'Other'. TL.

empirical data pointed towards the intricate relations between the role of the 'gaze' an;

the attached labels of the Roma on the one hand, and who and what Roma migrant;

have decided to 'Other' or to distance themselves from, on the other. This sectior

argues that the worldviews that people abroad tend to hold affects how Roma decide tr

behave and identify themselves as migrants abroad and also it influences who they n ar::

to keep a distance from. These realisations constitute major facets of their identities an:

make this research peculiar. Therefore, this section will attempt to explore the role o-

the external 'gaze' as a major source of the birth of the identity of Roma migrants an;

also try to explore who, when and how Roma migrants 'Other'. This point will bt
considered again when discussing 'Romanipe'.

Csepeli and Simon (2004:136) put it well: "[t]he losers of the whole identificatio:
process is the Roma themselves whose voice is not heard." This research tries to avoi;
generalisations when talking about 'the Roma' or 'Roma culture', often in gener:-

terms. It is also a reaction to the ways Roma are perceived and depicted in Europe bi
'major societies' - often as threats and different or in opposition to societies - or a!

'Other'. It is thus interested to trace and capture changes, experiences and observation.

as noticed by the Romani migrants themselves.
The literature suggests that the'Other'plays a special role in detetmining one''

sense of identity and belonging. The creation and existence of an Other is hence

necessary in perceiving both the surrounding world and the self. Identities, as a resuli.

would rely on stereotypes and boundaries, which are all culturally rooted and all depenc

on discourse, setting, context, space, as well as the messages people want to con\.e\

(Sibtey 1995; Gilman 1985; Bhabha 1994; Foucault 1972; Valentine 1993a, 1993b:

Panelli 2004). For Hetherington (2000), identity is how we associate and how ue

include or exclude others from membership of a particular identification. In order fears.

mistrust, stereotypes and labels to be eradicated, and also for a better perception of the

world to be perceived, authors argue and encourage that there must be a fair amount ol

engagement with the'Other'. Thus, even though relying on boundaries can prore

helpful in perceiving the world around us and some initial knowledge, this has to be

challenged by a fair engagement with 'the Other'. The inherent greater freedoms

characteristic of the EU makes this engagement with 'Others' more prominent.

especially as state boundaries become arguably less relevant, with greater movement

of and mobility for people (and with the inherent importance of technological

advancements, ease of travel, and accessible ways of communication globally).
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Fraser (1995) talks about the social, geographical and occupational adaptability of
Roma, as well as their tendency to feel the Otheraess of the non-Roma, the GadZe. He
Jonveys that customs may sometimes fade away, though "this does not destroy or
Jirninish the feelings of separateness" (Fraser 1995: 305). This in return has resulted in
:dapting to the major societies but preserving a social distance, fortified by "the
sr.rspicion with which they were treated by the GadLe" (Fraser 1995:319). It is
rmportant to test the veracity of the statement above and explore the intersection
:etween boundary maintenance of Roma migrants abroad and the 'shrinking' of space.

Who are the Roma? A stifled identity

The origins of the ways Roma see and identify themselves are multifaceted: they arise
:s a direct result of the ways they are framed by the general society. On the one hand,
ihey become aware of the existing labels attached to them and begin to intemalise them;
concomitantly, they try to react to these stereotypes and labels by disagreeing with them
or acting in ways to refute and challenge them.

The majority of the participants of this study shared that they are intimidated to
reveal their Romani identities while abroad. Such trepidation was born out of their
awareness of the predominant labels and stereotypes about the Roma. As a result, they
have been trying to hide it whenever needed and possible.

"... because when I arrived in Tripoli [Greece], the lirst thing [the local Roma from Bulgaria] warned
us was not to say I am a Ciganka ['Gypsy woman' in Bulgarian]. I did not know them from before; I
met them [in Greece] for the first time. My mother used to know [them]. The first thing they said was
'ah, you won't say you are a Ciganko because they don't want the Cigoni ['G.vpsies' in Bulgarian]
here." (Female, Montana, 20s)

"So, when we arrived there. my aunt \\as there m\'firom s sister. So. uhen I uent there. rr\ aunt
did not allow me to put on dresses. long dresses. She did not let me. She said '\ oLr \\ on t dress in long
dresses, they will think you are Giratrka ['Gl psl \\ L]rnan in Spanish u ith BLrlgarian endrn.-

- Why aunty, do they have anything against the Gitotcif'Gypies' in Spmisb
What is going on?

B;

- No, no they don't want us here, so you won't use long dresses! To
put on pants, skirts, but you carulot see people giving you bad looks."
50s)

''We the Cigani [Gypsies] are famous alreadl uith a bad n:lt:
hide [our identity]. Even in front ofthe foreigners there." t Fer::.:

a lorelslers we

As could be clearly felt, within their verl rnitial am":-s .::..:J.. Roma migrants
learn from relatives and friends not to reveal their identrti:s :1' ,r-, neans. Roma, we
learn from the cases above, are not well-received br the loc;- :o::lation in countries
such as Greece and Spain. Clearly, being a Roma in mosr oi ::e ;..'-.nlries of Europe is
still associated with the predominant existing stereot\pes ani ro:1en nesative) labels
which have urged Romani migrants which have imposed a det-rnitir-rn ol*'ho the Roma
are. Thus, while they find themselves amongst non-Roma or in their u ork-places they
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refrain from conversing in the Romani language, dressing the ways they are usei ::

and to even socialise wittr others who could be recognised by the general socien is

Roma. All this is received in two major ways. On the one hand, Roma migrants are ::L

surprised at all to find out that they are undesired and disliked. They also receive ':-l'

faci and accept it as part of their natural lives. On the other hand, they recognise ::-:r

such rigid mind-sets about 'the Roma' are major impediments to their lives and '-:--

pro.p"Jt.. They admit that the failure of non-Roma to recognise their individual, hu:::.:

characteristics, abilities and qualities constitute a major source of frustratiofl :rri

disappointment in their lives.
^ 
bne of the key elements of Romani identity is their acknowledgement of t'n:s';

notions of non-acceptance and rigid porlrayal, but also how they react to th<:"

Informants complain about all Roma being strangely homogenous' Thr-rs' --r-:

predominantly negative labels attached to them have then become the main source :

ih" .o--onallty-of the various Romani communities. Yet few of the individr '
demonstrated the courage to stand up and openly try to challenge these well-solidiil';
clich6s about them.

"[We are] nowhere accepted. No matter what country, we are nervous to say 'I am a Rom'' \\ e '-:
inti-iaat.a. I am telling the truth and I won't lie to you. I am intimidated because when people ::r
,Gypsy, they say that ii is not good. They already start looking at you with negativity and .vou t-- r

yo*.'tlurr..r. You have no chaice to become better off So, we live with this nervousness/intimid:: ''-

and this has stayed inside us. These are true things." (Male, Montana, 50s)

..Well, people do it for us to be discriminated. I think that people have made it so that \\e i-'
discriminated against [...] I don't know why are we culpable. I don't know what are we are culpa: '
of. I don't know why we are blamed for being dark [skinned]'.." (Male, StaraZagora, early 20s t

Yet the pain and frustration of many Roma due to the unfair way they are generai--'

perceived and treated by non-Roma is one of the factors which unites the Roma an;

io.-, their identities. They can thus feel the pain and agony due the non-recognitit':-

from the GadLe.

Who is the'Other'?

This section will try to demonstrate that there are different levels of the analysis c

Romani identity. These levels are intertwined and are time and place-specific. First 
":

all, there is a dichotomy which exists in the conscience of migrant Roma, no matt3:

where they are. This opposition is clear and could be seen as oIJs' versus 'Them', wher<

Roma portray the non-Roma as those who should be blamed for their unfair treatmen:

their failure to recognise their individual characteristics and nuances. We also see th;:

stereotypes and labels attached to the Roma at large still play crucial roles in the u'a1s

Roma aie perceived and treated abroad. The key argument is that Roma are no:

surprised to nna out that hosts express the same anti-Romani sentiments as 'at home'

After delving deeper into the narratives of the interlocutors, this discussion uil-

be continued to argue that there is more to an olJs' versus 'Them' narrative, and such ;
distinction is incomplete. It appears that we can speak of 'Processes of Othering' whicl--

are based on labels and stereotypes and Romani groups can dislike each other and finc

each other as threats

importantly because 
'
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each other as threats. These are based on limited encounter between the groups and
imporlantly because of the current rigid labels and stereotypes attached to the Roma -
in Bulgaria and abroad alike.

The analysis demonstrates that 'enemies' can equally be Roma from countries
other than Bulgaria and Roma from Bulgaria, but from different geographical regions.
The key argument is that there is a difference and rivalry between Romani sub-groups
not because they might come from various places or regions but because of immoral
and criminal behaviour and ignorance which might be observed among people. This
makes Roma no different in any radical ways from non-Roma. Neveftheless, despite
the observed disagreements and differences which apparently exist between the Roma,
they continue to regard themselves as Roma. This is a key which portrays them as

insiders and outsiders at the same time and informs the identity of the Roma.

tUst vs tThemt

It turns out that a common and unifying factor for many Roma, not surprisingly, is to
assume that Roma groups share a common feeling towards the GadZe - or all who are
not one of them and who refuse to accept 'the Roma'. One of the reasons why many of
the informants believed they should hide their ethnicity is because host societies would
change their views about them, fail to recognise their human qualities and no matter
what they do and how hard they try, their attitudes about Roma would stay unchanged.
Thus, there was a common, shared feeling of fiustration among the Romani informants
due to the inability of societies to recognise them as regular people, and this acts as a

unifying factor among them, a feeling of 'us' and 'them'.

"I am reminding [you], are \\e not all Cigatti ['Glpsies' in Bulgarian]lr If vou are mLrre educ3ted Lrr

had a better upbringing. 1'ou stiil are in this bracket. -Ciqcttti' ." tFemale. \Jonranr. <r). 
)

"That is why we strive to develop or.rselves and to show people - "here. sne arc brigft we can; you
are not any different than us ...' That is it!" (Male, Montana, ealy 50s)

"'W'e", in this quote, puts Roma as one united body qrho has recognised the
necessity to prove to the GadZe world they are more ttan they ae thought to be.

"That is how I explain it to myself because the difference betxeen us and the Bulgarians is that
Bulgarians look at us as second class people; while we are the oppcite - ne srive to show them that
we can even more than [them]; and that we can be people like [eem]-" (Male, Montan4 early 50s)

This narrative is a demonstration about the cler struggle between Roma and
Bulgarians. In the Romani vocabulary, 'Bulgarians' can also refer to any other person
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who is non-Roma. The example here relates not only to ethnic Bulgarians, but als -

those who are not Roma. This is not only a desire to prove that Roma are able to be lri:.

the non-Roma but also they are eager to prove that they are even better. On the o:-.

hand, Roma feel they are not respected by the majority of societies, while on the oth:'

hand, they wholeheartedly strive for recognition and credibility. This clear demarcatir':

between 'vindicated Roma' and unfair 'Others', is a sign of the constant strugg-"

between the two. Also, this feeling to 'over-compensate' inherent in many Roma i' "
sign of the discrimination which Roma experience. Therefore, there is an intrica:"

relation between this search for approval and recognition of the 'gaze' of the 'Othe: .

on the one hand, and the feeling what it would actually mean to be Roma, on the othe:

"Well ... flaughing] I am proud of what I am - as a person. It does not matter what I am, but a. .
person. But as a Romka l'Gypsy woman' in Romani language with Bulgarian ending], here in c *-

country, you need to prove yourself in I don't know what kinds of ways so that the Bulgarians acc:::
you. [... ln [taly] I know they don't accept us. They don't accept us! That is what I am saying - th.

don't accept us - and that is offensive and it sickens me if you want to know. Because truly speakin;.

that is what I am. I am a Romka [laughing]." (Female, Montana, 40s)

The majority of the Roma informants shared a feeling of frustration due to th;
ways they are perceived and received by the societies abroad. Due to their experience-'

in the past and in their home towns, they are not surprised at the similar anti-G1'ps-'

sentiments and as migrants in the host societies they find themselves in today. Er er

though participants did not necessarily agree with unfair generalisations, portrayals anc

labels of the Roma as they limit the expression and recognition of their individua-

identities, this bracketing is the source of their reaction towards the GadZe and all those

who they see them as guilty for their misforfunes. Non-Roma are thus recognised b1

Roma as those who are culpable of the inadequate recognition of the Roma anc

therefore their miseries. Interestingly, these sentiments are reciprocal to the widespreac

anti-'Gypsy' sentiments across Europe. While historically Roma were looked at with

suspicion and mistrust, today Roma are still seen as threats to societies and as

convenient scapegoats during times of major political and economic crises.

Does this all suggest, however, that there is an 'IJs' versus 'Them' narrative for

Roma migrants? The findings of this study point towards a deeper discourse than the

one described above and the following section will try to illustrate the role of labels and

stereotypes attached to the Roma and fuither processes of Othering.

Processes of Othering

As the previous section tried to convey, there is an established set of beliefs towards

'who the Roma are' and 'what they do' and these have been perpetuated due to various

factors such as master narratives and the mass media. As a result, and not surprisingly.

these narratives have managed to infiltrate the consciousness of the Roma themselves

as they have started to internalise the images, labels and stereotypes attached to them.

What it tums out then is that there is more to an 'lJs' versus oThem' narrative and there

are other factors which inform who Roma may consider as threats to their identities and

survival. The labels attached to the Roma, thanks to general narrative about the Roma.

on the one hand, and the self-worth and the self-perception of Roma migrants, on the
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other hand, seem to interact with each other in intricate and sensitive w'avs. Ir is nt-,i
only that Roma are eager to prove to the world that they are different and more than rhe
labels attached to them, but also they have a well-established idea who thel' are as

Roma. Yet, what is interesting is that they have internalised these labels and stereon pes
and sometimes Roma behave towards their own ethnic group no differently than the
non-Roma. Roma become and have fallen victims to the ways they are portrayed as a

whole, and yet they are not immune from 'Othering' members of their own ethnic
group. Interlocutors demonstrated this by commenting on the ways Roma from other
regions in Bulgaria and from other countries are and judged them in negative lights,
even though they are all Roma. This formed narrative of distancing by the Roma then
does not differ in any way to that of non-Roma.

''Well, in principle, as I know he/she is a thief, how can you keep in touch with such persons. They
will say - they are [dealing] together; do you get it? Simply when I arn in ffront ofl the shop, when
they greet me in Ciganski ['Romani language' in Bulgarian], I reply in Dutch and ask them what they
rvant, as [i1] I don't understand him/her; do you understand? He asks again - 'Rom sinian?' ['Are you
a Roma?' in Romani languagel 'Niet begrijpen" ['I don't understand' in Dutch]. I speak [to them]
Dutch, Russian, Yugoslavian. As if I don't understarrd Romanes [Romani language]. If I say I know
[Romanes] they will sit next to you and start talking and that will be the end tof itl. t...1

If you think they flocal Dutch] won't find out you are not a Ciganin ['Gypsy man' in Bulgarian]. There
they [Dutch] say that the Cigani ['Gypsy man' in Bulgarian] steal flaughing]. (Male, Monrana, 50s)

Here the interlocutor has clearly taken the stance of distancing himself from fellou'
Roma from Romania. On the one hand, he is eager to disassociate himself from a srolrp
of Roma and on the other hand, he refers to the existing general narratives regardinu
the Roma. The decision to distance himself is strategic. Firstll'. he does not \\anr ro be
associated with a group of people rvho are perceived as thieves br the 1ocal Durc: anC.

secondly, he has taken a stance of distancing himself. The qr.rote abore is qui:e re--r:-s.
Here we sense the apprehensions of our informant as he is not able rrr rrt3l *r :r :he
Netherlands and associate openl1 u.ith the Romanian Roma he con:es icrr-rSS :i.e::. l-le
is seemingly determined to consciouslv disassociate himseif and it1 i'i 3ir i.scriirrr.:te
against Roma groups as he has assumed that ther are :erce:'. ei leJ.rit-, e i., anci

unfavourably by the local Dutch sociery . Thus. Roma anci nr-rn-Rtr::tt c'rr :o: ,i:i;ir much
as Roma often take the position of distancins themselr 3s lrLrr ,-rrher Roreni uroups.
In this example, the interlocutor has assumed the role oi ntrn-Rtr:-rl ,.1,:-o has decided to
block out Romani groups which are different than his o',in.

Not much different is the narrative of another Informarr tit-rrt Strt-ra u ho has been
living and working in Palma de Mallorca, Spain. for more than ser en \ ears. During her
years there, her'knowledge' about the local Roma has been lrimarilr informed by the
existing narratives and stereotypes about the Spanish Gitanos. Here is rvhat she relates
about them:

"I have heard the Spaniards calling them Gitano; and thel sar 'mucho rico' ['r.ery rich' in Spanish]

- their first [response] is that they are rich; the second [.,.] is that thev sell drugs. But, I don't hear
anything else to be said about them.
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- Have you met them PersonallY?

- Yes. They even proposed to me to clean a hottse - they were supposed to pay me and my daughte:

sister in-law ,"ry *.i1 - she was there too' We furned [the offer] down - sirnply, we were scar-:

Even though they are one of ours; they realised we are also Cigani ['Gypsies' in Bulgarian]'" (Femai'

Sofia, late 50s)

Here, we see anothff illustration of the fear and mistrust of Roma by another grou:

of their own ethnicity. This can be explained by limited and insufficient encounters

between the two Roma groups, who as a result have fallen victims of their os'r

stereotypes. Not surprisingly, we notice the notions of mistrust and avoidance of th3

two Buigarian Roma who have decided to base their live observations on th.
,knowledge' production of well-established narratives of the local Spanish populatio:

who depict the Gitanos as thieves and criminals. Even though the Informant recognises

and feels Spanish Roma as a sibling group ("they are one of ours"), she and her

daughter/sisler-in-1aw apparently do not want to risk closer personal contact with them.

but took a stance of miiirust and fear instead. They demonstrate they have belier ed

what the general public describes the Gitanos are, even though the two Roma gloup:

have not had any oth", p"rronal experiences ofeach other. The decisions oflnformani

and her relative have blen a judgement based on predominant general narratives and

arrive at an irrational judgement. Again, this is another example of distancing and fear

of Roma by other Roma, who in this case happen to have different countries of origin.

Difference and rivalry between Roma groups and sub-groups

There is an important aspect of the identities of migrant Roma. Bulgarian Roma todal

have the opportunity, noi widely experienced before, to meet and co-exist not only u'ith

Roma from other European countries such as Romania, Spain, Serbia and others, but

also Romani groups from different parts of Bulgaria. It turned out there could exist a

clear demarcation between 'us' and 'them' when it comes to different Roma sub-

groups. First of all, a clear distinction can be observed among some informants who

see nulgarian Roma as different and better than other Romani gloups. On the other

hand, it was not rare that a certain Roma sub-group considered itself as better than

another from another part of Bulgaria. Yet, this rivalry between gloups is common and'

nevertheless, they all consider and recognise themselves as Roma.

"I cannot accept such people. So they cannot be cigani ['Gypsies' in Bulgarian], even if they are

Serbian - the same *uy - if th"y are doing the same things [stealing and illegality] even though it is

only the Ciganiwho are..r,o*n"d for this [everybody on our table starts laughing]. I won't accept it.

do,vou understand?" (Female, Montana, early 20s)

More precisely, it is the immoral behaviour which Roma dislike and this does not

differ in any way from what any person, regardless of their ethnicity, would disprove

and disagree with. Here, the Informant tries to disassociate herself from any person or

groups olpeople, Roma and GadZe alike, who involve themselves in criminal acts. She

iefers to the Roma from Serbia who, identical to the way Roma are portrayed as a

whole, have the image of thieves and yet, she fails to identify herself with such Roma.
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"I am quite disappointed by the Roma people thernselves. Sometimes I say to myself that I cannot
escape from the fact that I am Romka ['Gypry woman' in Romarri language with Bulgarian ending];
I won't hide. I admit it that t am a Romka. But the fact that the other people do so makes our prestige

go down to zero. And sometimes I am sorry I am a [Rorla]. [Yet] I say to myself, it is bad to regret
it." (Female, Sofia, 20s)

These trepidations are also indicatir e ol the internal strlrggle which predominate
in the stories of the majority of the interlocutors. \\-hat thev seem to dislike and disown
are the illegal, negative and immoral acts ol those rr'ho have blemished and are

blemishing their images as Roma. Even more. and in line *'ith the discussion of the
processes of Othering, there were instances in *hi.-h Roma have behaved in a manner
rvhich does not differ at all from the n'av an\ person s orLld act rvith people with little
education, poor integration and orientation in the generai socien.

"Lookhowtheyaresellingthe[cell phone] Galarr S-i',,,i.;:.:s '^.*,1,r pncedat600euro,whilethey
sell it for 200. I have bought two plasma TV tbr l1tt,, 3---- :,;:. - ::::,1 neu tiom the box! When I

needelectronicslgoandtellhim'Brother.dolou',\3:::.r:":-..::::l::::l'leouithhiminashop,
lookaroundandtellhim-'ThisTVl'Whenhesir:.:..:-:-..j,: -.:.-.:Jl ihenorkpermittothe
staffin the shop, they check him and give him the T\' -r:, :=-': :-. -. ::',: r:'.i .uro and receives the
television. When we are out I get the [brand neu] btr\3.1 T\. - :'', : :-. :..: ,:iihe price and that is
a11." (Male, Montana, 30s)

with another sub-group of Roma from the Safl1e riS:tril -: 3*--:.:.: \\ ::
illustrate is that he has outsmarted that particular gr..': ur: R..'::' : --l

described them as ones who lack a fair sense of reastr:r ::rc Cr' i.rr i -rr. --

best interest as migrants and residents abroad. Inlom::.i ln r.:s :.=,:

is able to trick them and take advantage of their p.-,.-: rat-irilit,-'r- rr- S

deserves ridicule. This example is illustrative oi f, n3J:ir-,3 i:.:*;3
towards one group of Roma by another. It appears tha: :'" ir iarl j-r. l.- ='
language and come from the same countrl'. and erel:egic':. R,--:r.; ,l
advantage of each other but also behave and treat e 3c't1 olit3r .'t t:-i ;-!*.:1

Summary

As it turns out, there are two main layers intonning ih: c"':-.c.:r.'i trl the Roma

migrants. On the one hand, they are aware of the estaL',-s:,ec t:.::.s ,:c p:edominant
narratives about the Roma. These seem not to drtter n;ch :i,.':, ::;.r :rperiences in
their home towns, as Bulgarian citizens and u'hen ther :-irc .i.:::t:;-'':s abroad, they
are not surprised to find out similarly established anti-R.r:::: s.:I1n-rls. Interlocutors
recognised this as unfair and unjust, as it limits their ider::r:ie. ,. ..., eii as their existence

andprospects abroad. Thus, they strive hard to pro\e the :os: societies \\'rong andto
show them that they are more than what they are thoueht :.-r be :nd er en better than the
rest. This points to the second layer of Roma identin - iI L,ectrmes a reaction towards
and against all those non-Roma who fail to recognrse the 3reat human talents and
qualities of the Roma.

This general scenario forms a narrative of 'Us' \ ersus 'Thern' and could be said
to be common among Roma groups, regardless of their dit-ierences. Yet such narratives
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appear to be inadequate as the clear factors which give birth to Othering are features

and traits which are deemed and perceived as 'negative' and disliked by people frorn

all walks of life. Ignorance, illiteracy and thus involvement of any person in criminal

activities, regardless of their ethnic belonging is perceived negatively by non-Roma

and Roma alike. As it becomes clear from the examples above, Roma are not immune

from Othering fellow Roma due to established stereotypes as well as limited encounters

which ultimately makes Roma and GadZe no different from each.

This section has sought to shed light into the main processes informing the

consciousness of Roma regarding their identities. This appeared to be affected b1

master narratives, labels attached to the communities and the search for recognition oi
the Other. Yet, what appeared to be Othered were characteristics and practices deemed

as 'bad', 'negative', or oimmoral', both by Gadje and certain Roma groups. The nert

section will continue the analysis of Roma identity by exploring the concept ot

'Romanipe', or what it really feels like and means to be Roma, in the context of
migration. It will hopefully illustrate why this study ofthe Roma is poignant and worthl
of study.

'Romanipe' and an identity of becoming

The processes of migration are materialising in many changes for Bulgarian Roma

migrants. As growing numbers of Roma are now beginning to live and work in variou-'

countries in Europe, they have novel chances to meet other Roma, to observe and

discover similarities and differences. It should be noted that meeting other Roma

abroad is accompanied with feelings of curiosity and excitement. Thus, while at times

they try and seek to make friends with other Roma, in other cases they seek to keep a

distance from them due to the nature of the context, as well as because of the lack oi
adequate exposure between each other. Nevertheless, many of the respondents seem to

have decided to stay in close proximity to the Roma communities in the host societies

and this serves as a way to maintain their Roma identities.
.Romanipe,, also known as Romanipen, Romaniman, Romanimo(s), Romanyia.

Romano, Cikdnstv{, Qtzauun/QozaHtb4 and others, is a loaded term (see Mirga 1987)'

In the sections above we saw that there can be stark felt differences between the Roma

people themselves - based on the countries and the regions they come from and the

things they disagree about. The term 'Romanipe' instead tries to reconcile the

differences between the Roma people and unite them all under certain observed

commonalities such as their shared Indian origin, language, and various practices.

Romanipe could be then translated as 'Romaness', 'Romahood', and 'Gypsyhood' or

'Gypsyness' (the term 'Gypsyness' used to be the old term preferred by the Gypsy Lore

Society which was set up in Britain in 1888 as an organization whose enthusiastic

members were eager to discover the 'true Romani' and leam more about them). A11

these terms bear a (set of) certain essential characteristics.

Advocates who stress the commonalities observed among many Roma bring

linguistics, customs, traditions, culture and the sense of belonging to a larger fratemal

group, as well as shared experiences of various forms of exclusion, marginalisation and

non-recognition. In this case, 'Romanipe' is a form of projection of certain well-
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cemented ideas about what it means to be a Roma. Thus, for example, if literature

portrays Roma as vagrants free of the confines of law, living in the outskifts of towns

and cllse to nature, that is what people, and scholars. rvould look at in order to find and

,lefine Roma people. Such approach of srud1-ing Ronla and 'Romanipe' (as part of their

identity).orr*id"i. the group as an organic shole. uhile inter-group and individual

differences are overlooked and ignored. Thrts. $e can see a kind of perpetuation of

knowledge which could be at the same time recognised as knowledge production.

Authors such as Lee (2004), Hancock (200-1. l0i0r. \lamshiakova and Popov (2012)'

and Clark (2004) argue that in their search to discor er 'the trtte Roma', scholars are

guilty of imposing an identity on Roma. There is also a danger of a'continuation'of

Lowledge, which, without being academicallr I e,tled and checked, produces

,naccuraG information and images of Roma and th'ls .l ,irstorted irnage of their identity,

if we could refer to it in the singular. From these cri:i;is;ll. :tellls the actual take of this

*ork on ,Romanipe' - or the lived experiences oi Rtrrtl3 thenselr es and what they have

ro say about whaiit takes and feels to be a Roma. -\ Ron:nian Ronta once watned that

transiating ,Romanipen' (as it is used in her dialect r '.1sr1lJ r:s'rlt in "losing the whole

point,, ofiro* it is felt and that it is verl' hard to pu: i1 '." c:cs. Trrs ts also in fune with

ih. fo".r. of this research - the insider perspectir es i-ri Rln: 1:-:.1:.ll13l1ts in rnigration.

Therefore,this sectionwill delve into the hugeil :-::-:'::c.:c: t'ithe debate and

demonstrates that Roma identities are compler anC l: 
"'" 

o;-c :: ::;'-is: 10 think of them

as a 'list' of specific characteristics. Instead ideas of 'Rmmrpe- become an orgaruc

pfocess, especially as migfation and where new grorry md indiridsl exp'enerrces are

encountered in new .pu"".. Thus, as this work seeks to ilhminate the insider

perspective, a third *uy to study 'Romanipe' could be _add4 
by tfu interpretation of

tn" Ro*u p"ople themsllves by studying their personal shared ob6er:r'aims dre to their

migrations. This section will first explore the role of the 'gvg', or the need to 'i:r::\
exGmal expectations, which gives birth to their ider:r:i;.. 1l i,:-,:.:

:i:l::\

:-l.r.l:e

peculiar ability of Roma to take various forms and shap:' c3r':il:
occupy, and lastly it will try to emphasise hou the Ron': ::i ' ::'

to maintain their distinctiveness by looking into their se-eci:.',r'

i'actors which they allow to form part of their cu1rure' I

.Romanipe, - negotiating stereotypes and a reaction of the erternal gaze

One of the key ways 'Romanipe' could be studied anC u:li3:s:t-iJ' r: :'r s:e ho*'Roma

people themselves-interpret it. The role of the erternel g;23' i j::;l:s' :s ;nlcial to the

,uuy. Ro-u identities are perceived and also periornl3c. F-rr C.'':li:ro r1001), the

,uoild is inter-subjective and each individual's inter:e:.1:1.'i. -1,',r:rs interact with

those of other people. The extemal gaze plar s a de:en:tr::: roie in our self-

identification orielf-realisation. For Jean-Paul Sartre :i is .'n1', -,rhen ue become the

object of another person's gaze thatwe really come inl.-, oein-: rCavallaro 2001: 121).

Tius, our existence is defined and influenced by the re Cr-ilrlilir'in of others, even though

their opinio fl or gazemight be limiting and missing the i'rll essence of ottr selves. Thus,

it couid be said that the ways societies perceive Roma intluence how they see

themselves. The gaze therefore informs to a great e\tent their os'n ideas about what a
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Roma is or what it ought to be, thus giving birth to their identities. Therefore, it shouli

not be slrprising that when asked what makes them Roma and to feel like one, Roma

migrants gave mixed responses. These mixed feelings could be closely related to the

predominant two camps of literature regarding portrayal and master narratives aboui

ih" Ro-u. It appears the general discourse about Roma couldbe located on the opposite

ends of a spectrum, while ignoring their nuances. Roma migration is thus able to bridge

the gap between these clashing narratives about the Roma as they are now growinglr

able to learn and discover due to their travels.

It is not only the general predominant discourse which informs the subjectir e

feelings of Roma about their identities. As they involve themselves in travel toda1.

migrant Roma try to interpret and evaluate first-hand the feelings of the surrounding

(fios9 population, as well as about the Roma there. The identities of Roma, it is

observid,are a response or reaction to how they think they are seen and perceived. lt
therefore becomes a reaction to the penetrating, and often judging, gaze of the people

they come across (both Roma and non-Roma) and the master narratives at hand. Thus.

Buigarian Roma strive to perform and act in order to 'entertain', to live up to these

narratives - but also challenge them.

,'We say we are Cigani ['Gypsies' in Bulgarian], but they don't believe it. Ask me why? All the Crgar;:

in the world are the richest people - barons. If you say to a Russian you are a Cygan ['Gypsy man' in

Russian] they say to you - 'you steal, you sell your children!' - 'NO!' 'Then you are not a Ciganit:

[.Gypsyman' in'Bulgarian] ! Your ancestors have lied to you somethingl ' [the Russian] says 'we have

not seen Cigani who work'. [...]

The Cigani will do swindles. Those in the Netherlands are true Cigani - they don't work. There are

.arely a]1y [Roma] who work - most of them do swindles and shady affairs. Most of them deal w'ith

frauds, thefts, proititutions - I am talking to you all across the world. OUR WORK [business]! There

are [Roma from] two, three towns who work; that is it! ... and they fthe locals] don't believe it. If .""ou

expiain to them that you don't sell your children, they count you as non-Ciganin straight awa\'."

(Male, Montana, 30s)

Today's era is unique in the sense that Bulgarian Roma migrants are now able to

experience, meet and leam through first-hand interactions with other Roma, foreign

.rit r.", and people. It could be noticed that they have an interest to learn about other

fellow Roma and they are happy about it. Nevertheless, and as it was argued earlier.

the role of general stereotypes attached to them seems to be prevalent and quite

stubborn even among the Roma people themselves. As the above narrative informs.

'real Roma' are associated with outlaws and living on the edge of the law. What is

probably the most telling part of his quote is that even though he does mention that his

group of Roma are some of the 'few' who earn their living by fair labour, he does not

iail io recognise illegal conduct as "Haurure pa6oru" ('our businessithings') and

recognises them as things common to all Roma; he still associates with them. For him.

being work-shy, stealing and swindling are "specific to us, as Roma, and that is what

rve usually do". What the Informant essentially refers to with his narrative is the wa1'

the Roma are presented and portrayed generally - both in Bulgaria and elsewhere, most

probably through the help of penetrating general media such as TV and newspapers.

thus, Bulgarian Roma have recognised and internalised the image that being an outlau'
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and an outcast is something specific for a1l Roma. Nevertheless, the inforrnant refers to
himself and the sub-group he belongs to as one of the 'ferv and rare' ones who do eam

their living, and yet they are Roma.
Thus, the ways Roma migrants perceive their essential and intrinsic identities

become a reaction to what others think of them. This creates a form of internal struggle
and it is evident in many of the studied narratives. Thus. being a Roma, and 'Romanipe'
are sometimes portrayed as two ends of an extreme spectnlm b1 the Roma themselves.

On the one side, it links well with the negative narrati\ es about Roma as thieves, misers,

impoverished persons who do not bring themseh es to care much about the laws and

norrns of the societies they occupy. On the other end of the spectrllm lie the noble
travellers, sometimes nomads, who are free. statelers children of the rvorld. No wonder,

then, that interlocutors predominantly felt tom to put inlo * ords u hat it would actually
meqnto be a Roma. These opposing feelings could're :r:nrplit-red b.v the following
quote by the Informant from Montana:

"Romanipe ... I can't interpret it. What should I SB] ter ri-r - ,-.-:.:-..- i: h:s btrth a negative and a
positive connotation. Romanipe Cigania [Glpsrness] lrr.s .. -:. -: -.:: li'r3 - Grplness (ciganio).

He has shat himself." (Male, Montana, 40s)

Here, the informant wants to stress that one tri :ie '"i:-" : i: ;:n L,e interpreted is

that whenever Someone makes a meSS or a lousv jtt,. ::lc::rii ::lii.ii le sttributed as

c igania (' Gypsyness' ).

"Orlikeacustom,itradition-thepositive-let'sdoourGr:.'':.;.! -.a-;':-' :::::-:-:-.'i-'.tme
sort. [SpeakinginRomani]'AmaroRomaipetekeras'[':.'J.'--*:3- :- -:..:. ' ! :;:--.:-: :::.: s.rrt

ofthetradition. Ithasbothpositiveandnegativecollfluri.llri..: - . -'-=:i-:-- -.---;'-^-r3.-i
Vasilyovden [Speaking in Romani language] 'te keras ama:r R-::..::.. 

.':. : . -- L-:- ri". 1 ,-..

prepare the duck, you celebrate ... these things. [...] It r.',::- ::-,: ''; -- -.-- r: -':1-:l:l r i:
ways." (Male, Montana, 40s)

Here.theexamplestheinformantbrinos3reptl::i:..j:]._.
and certain practices around the household.

Thus, there are two opposing ways to understand-,rh:: 'J-;:,.:--:.' .,:';-c'a: :nd
mean. At one end of the spectrum, the Informant reters :o '';,;i: -- .i--r': ',:-:Jn are

negatively perceived by everybody, while at the other eni. ::er: ::. ::.r-.::s '.,.:rich are

perceivedbythemselves as'specific to'the Roma - such 3s :e::.,:::--::: .ii ceiebrating
particular 'Romani' holidays. What is informatir e tion-r th: :e:>.a: :: -r'. 3. hos'ever, is

the mixed feelings which the respondent shou's and ther :t:. :.-,;:l:i .u'nconsciously.

The little pause and the laugh shortly after he has sr',-: ..'r-.-*:r.:eretion to what
'Romanipe'is, could reveal the uneasy subject and th: "i:is 1. curuld be defined, re-

defined or described. Thus, it appears that arririns at:;or:ise :nd clear definition
about what a Roma could really be is a futile task. \er erh:-esS. trre czltrlot ignore the

master narratives stemming from popular discourses. The ',r ar s Roma have been seen

and portrayed by non-Roma influence to a great e\tent ',r hat ought to be seen as the

traits of the Roma, including by the Roma themseh'es. This could be felt from the

narrative above and also from the use of the n'ord r/re.r and otrrs or omaro (in Romani).
They is a way for the informant to claim non-attachment and distance from the external
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nalratives of what Roma are perceived to be - always creating misery, failing to do

anything properly or well. If it is agreed by non-Roma that making a mess is

characteristic of all Roma, then Roma themselves start to internalise this narratir e.

understand and apply it among their own communities. As a result, if making a mess'

littering and misery are associated as their intrinsic 'features', then Roma also begin to

see them as one but also try to react against it. Both above quoted narratives relate

closely. Firstly, one of the Informants sees his own Romani community as 'different'

from all the rest of the Roma, as it does not involve itself in illegal activities

Interestingly, at the same time he has recognised that being a rascal is 'our business

[things]'.-'Amaro Romaipe', or our specific traditions, as the narrative of the other

informa"t argues, is linkid with honourable traditions and celebrations - something

which evokes feelings of pride and honour. Thus, we can notice the living interplal

between being a Roma and doing what a Roma really does in their lives, on the one

hand, and applying external narratives, labels and stereotypes to their own Roma

groups, on the other.

Flexibility, the 'art of living' and survival as part of 'Romanipe'

The analysis above ought to be understood as not exclusive but in light of the spirit of

the majoiity of the informants of this study. They are ready to take various forms and

shapes andare able to play different roles as they have leamed that being flexible is

intrinsic to survival in any given society. Thus, the ability and readiness to be malleable

and be ready to fit into a new society was widely recognised by the Roma informants

themselves as the most needed quality in their lives as Roma. This could substantiate

their secret for suruival or "alt of living" (Liegeois 2007:- 95)'

Soja (2007) maintained that the fulI meanings of identity could be only understood

when fully practiced and lived, while links, or associations, have little meanings due to

their unstable nature. Similarly, Thrift (2007) argued that humans can hardly grasp the

surrounding world as they are involved in constant processes of construction and co-

construction for various reasons. Therefore, what they both propose is a "third space"

which is equated to the lived experiences of individuals. Also referred to as the
,'trialectics of b"irrg" (Soja 2007: 262), space is seen as a vital facet in understanding

identities and realiiy. For him, in order for us to understand identities and the world

better we need to study not only the society and the historical characteristics but also

space. Thus, knowledge of identities should be always situated within the confines of

a certain space or place which would require continuous expansion of knowledge and

open-mindedness that challenge current notions of what is presently known or

perceived as otrue'.

Evidently, the processes of migration add another element to the Romani identitl.

First of all, they could be seen as Bulgarians, as they are citizens of this country, and

thus for various reasons Roma may choose to identify solely as Bulgarians. Secondll'.

thel' seldom cease to see themselves as Roma as this has an intrinsic place in their

consciousness and worldview. Lastly, as they migrate and move to new places, thel'

become something else, which adds a new dimension or other layers to their identities'

Their identities expand and evolve and they should not be seen as a contradiction of
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any kind; on the contrary, they are enrichments to their Romani identities. No wonder,
the Roma are seen often as colourful and diverse. Roma groups can differ in the ways
they celebrate and commemorate certain traditions and customs, as they are constantly
involved in an intricate interaction u'ith the societies thel' are in close contact with. This
flexibility is widely perceived by the Roma themselr'es as one of their greatest assets.

It is a necessity which is long recognised as r itai and necessary for not only being in
the world but also surviving it. Therefore. berng a t) pe of hr brid, or a 'rhizome', which
can take various forrns at various times and tbr r arious purposes, is becoming clearer
as a characteristic of Roma. Roma could be seen as 'hrbrids' as they are the result of
the combination of different products - due I.. :h: irt:ractions rvith the cultures and
societies they come across. Thel could be ais.. : ':h1,2.-,me' in the sense that they can
continue changing their character and an inrag: oiiie::s ;ould should not be seen as an
end-result in any way (especially as s'e consiie: prtlJiSS3S tri misration).

In their narratives, many interlocutors den:o:-.:::I:. ::.ir malleability and abilities
to play and bring to the fore their different r noa-R,:'.:." :cer:ities. u hile they could be
Roma whenever they have to. Not onll do th:r :e-u :-: ,,.--r::::sed to certain places,
but Roma migrants know they can feel comlbna:.e .: ,:-r,: P.in:ll identities r,',henever

that would be necessary. Bulgarian Roma rn::r.::. :i-,3 J..:-trr-<ir3.Ied thev are also
ableto distancethemselves from others (as descr::c :.:-.::,-.- r;::tstr associate and
socialise not only with their own groups bul stst ,::::: ?,:,:.1:-- ::.,r:s. and this is an
essential feature of their identities and characters. I::. :,- ...: :c --:!-r, ed- :or erample.
amongtheTurkish-speakingRomafromtheso-tih:::.::,:.jj.=::-:"::= --B--^::ri:rrho
are ableto identifirthemselves as Turks andor RtrIu;. J.3:=:a::- -:::..:.--':.!)ns tha\
find themselves in. These decisions are str:i3--c -rJ : -. .:;,. ,:.: -:.-:,=r theii
prospects for acceptance by individuals or the grou: i:. --:..,: -::3::,. :.. .: -- -:.:. --,r
smoother and easier interactions between Roma rrtritS -t-:->:.-,.s ':. :.'--:.-L:::r

"Real Rom ... [with a sigh] it depends on where the-r i::'. :
['Gypsies' in Bulgarian], yes, I am a real Roma-Kor'i";,.;....
traditions [but] for the moment. But as soon as I am 3.,. l'. : .

go away to Austria I am following the Austrian rules. ti:,:
Ciganka ['Gypsy woman' in Bulgarian], save among the C:-.--

The search for 'real' Rom can be thus apprecr:::a :. , :,::l:*,: .:: .*:rfersome
task. ItishardtocaptureanddefineasRomaneedtolu:r3:".r3::-'. i:::-:',:b.eenou-qh
inordertosatisfytheexpectationsand'gaze' ofthep':-'::.::..'..-:-,.:.rossrandthis
certainly can reinforce stereotypes). These erpec:.:::-r-- ;r= ,.s:'."li,j rrithin the
differences which exist among different Roma sroups. .{ ji.r..-;-:,'.;: ?.,,rttti lRomni is a
female Rom;it can also be translated, depending on Ile ;.r::3\:. "s : married woman],
as exemplified in the quote, in exceptional cases coul; :: ir.:::ed to an Erlia Rom.
Kaldarai and Erlia are the appellations of tuo drrtr:l: !'r:-Joups of Roma with
distinctive dialects and subtle differences in their cui:-ii:r Drr.iices. Thus, the Romni,
interlocutor that conducted a mixed marriage u'ith man i:trn another Roma group, faces
a great trouble to define what 'a real Rom' could mean or be. What she wants to
certainly make clear is that there cannot be such thing as 'one n'pe of real Roma'- that
could be possible only in a certain setting, time and space and the 'real Rom' is beino
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born by the recognition of the surrounding society. Therefore, when in the company of
a certain Romani sub-group she needs to make sure to adjust her behaviour and acquaint

herself with the customs, ways and behaviour of that certain community in order for

her to be received as oa real Romni'. What is important to note is that there are several

ways of being a (real) Rom and they would not necessarily contradict each other but

rather be equally true and valid. Nevertheless, that 'real Rom' can cease to exist, but

only by necessity and, as if in a play, once out of the surrounding space of the Romani

community and especially when they are abroad and required to behave like a

Bulgarian, Turk, Israeli or an Austrian. This should not come as a surprise, given the

predominantly hostile views and rhetoric against Roma groups in Europe. What is

argued here, nevertheless, is that the particular 'switching' of identification, the

readiness and the ability to be malleable and take different forms, constitutes an

essential part of Romani identity. It is also argued that Roma have learned the need to

perform and 'play' in order to be recognised by the expectations of the people thel

come across.
This is probably a key to Roma identity. They have realised over their history and

past experiences that, in order to settle down and live appropriately in a certain

community, flexibility and acceptance of the 'ways of the hosts' are key to their

survival. They need to evaluate where they are, what the general rhetoric at the time is.

the people they interact with and to make sure they calibrate their own ways so that

they are able to survive and be part of that society.

"I had an instance. I am going to work [and] my boss comes [...] two hours after me. He parks fhis

car] and goes to buy a coffee. I ask him: 'why are you going to pay for it? Upstairs it is free?'; the

boss: 'how do you know?' so I tell him: 'my first job is to ask where can I park for free, and the second

thing to ask is where is the free coffee machine'. He [his boss] is asking: 'You have integrated so fast?

..., you have become almost Dutch!'; 'I have tol' [laughing]." (Male, Montana, 40s)

"They jump a lot and I started dancing like them. [Locals asking]: 'Where did you learn how to

dance?' - 'I donlt know! I saw how you dance!"' (Male, Stara Zagora, early 20s)

If we are to get a glimpse into the world of Roma migrants, we are encouraged to

try to live it fully and experience it. As Soja (2007) argues, this is a vital and necessary

part of how we should seek knowledge. Correspondingly, neither non-Roma nor non-

migrant Roma alike would be able to fully grasp the world, experiences and identities

of Roma migrants.
Immersing himself fully into the society of the Netherlands has enabled the

Informants to learn that it can only benefit him to feel part of and to live fully in that

society. Thus, he is doing his best to adapt to the 'Dutch ways'. Even though bom in

Montana and living in the Netherlands for about eight years, he has already obviously

started to benefit from his adaptability and willingness to integrate and this has been

recognised by his Dutch employer. In many of their narratives interlocutors also shared

their free nature, their openness to new and better opportunities and their perceived

readiness to change and adapt. This adaptation is recognised as an asset, rather than a

threat to their intrinsic Romani identities, while the opportunities which are open are

appreciated as great untapped potentials.
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"Earth belongs to man. I mean, you are bom on Earth and therefore it is yours. And each and every
place you need to accept as yours. In this ua1, [it is not good] for you to say that you are born in
Bulgaria and therefore in life and death you have to stal in Bul-earia because you were bom there. At
the same time, [if] there would be a very good oppominil for 1ou to go to, say Germany, and [because
you were bom in Bulgaria is a good enough reason] tbr r ou not to migrate - that would be stupid. It
is stupid! A person has to adapt; that is ven'imponant. [...]

I don't know [in a light mood] I am like this. I adapt r en quicklr . That is what I am trying to say to

irou. [In England] I got used to it in one u,eek. I mean tLr s:r that after a rveek I did not mind the fact
that I was in a foreign country." (Female, Sofla. earlr 1,,'s,

As we can see from the passage of the info=::nt tiom Sofia, who related her
experiences of her stay in London, \\'e can see l lin-t tenreen her narrative about what
could be a Roma and at the same time u.hat m3k3s h:: :ee1 Irke one. Seemingly, there
is no obvious contradiction and she has been desc:::rn: her ou'n experiences and
obsetvations about her ability to appreciate n'ran\ .ri--::::is :s hers. simultaneously, as

she is bom on earth and also the fact that in ibo..i :
at home in London.

eek's :ime she has started to feel

"We are more compassionate ... We have simple 1or e t-t,:
know ... We have love. We have love torvards 3\ in r 'l
Bulgarian, and like any other because rve har e :
consciousness [the idea] that we are more than :

discrimination, hate, separation, there is no such a thr

(Male, Stara Zagora, 30s)

Again, one could appreciate the emotions c,:

enough to spread his love towards all people. cuhir3s
love towards everybody, furthermore, is genuine :n:
to learn from various countries and feel them as :.-
close-minded. Such a way of living could be apirr...
of the characteristic features which have allou e c ::
survive in all different nation-states. FurthenrL'\re
intrinsic Romani feature and a great asset and Se u-ret i

"You cannot live like a Bulgarian [in Italy] - it is r,n:l-.r:.=: 
=

somewhere and to change. That is good. You get adopt:c :r:r l
Roma] changes according to the circumstances. 1-6u 3j3p; .,,":. :
adapt quickly. They do not have problems with that. [. . . i

: : - :a:.a::i::::. SO pUIe and I dOn't
.. == f.: i Cz3ch. like a Greek.

:"::.: -. .r: i, uil have in OUf

.:..\\ 1tll e."

tr:: :O gO

=:.. He [the
:. ;he Roma

:! ;.:-

The Romskoto ['the Romanipe' in Bulgarian] is being used :l:::.:
we the Roma adapt quickly. Their mentality allou's them ::.,: .:
We can survive! [...]

-: ::::..!: =eruIe, beCaUSe

:.: ..'.,, ar s surv'ive there.

The characteristic Roma feature will not get lost. ... I me.
Bulgarianl is being preserved; and they offer it abroad. [.. ,

We the Roma have to survive and we leam to sun'ir e. I Ci :.--: :3e r RLrma u arting for a politician.
There is no such a Rorn. You speak with how man\ \ ou '.\ lr-.: ::-::e is no such Roma. I do not rely
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on a politician, nor to my country. By us, the Roma, there is no such a thing - we rely on our o\\ll

selves." (Male, Stara Zagota,40s)

.,That is what I mean by integration. We the Roma started integrating by ourselves; we don't wait tbr

anybody to integrate us. Thit is why more or less because, in being abroad, the mentality changes

be.u.rr. they see how life is, what the situation is there. So they are doing their best to seek this lilt
standard." (Male, Stara Zagora, 50s)

..There are no Bulgarians to tell you, come here, let me make you a person [figuratively speaking, let

me teach you how it is supposei to be done]. You need to find out how to survive' They look at litt
in a contemporary way. T[ere is so much we can leam from Europe a lot, a lot!" (Male, Stara Zagora'

20s).

What the narratives of the three interloclrtors above demonstrate and share in

common is the recognised potential that the different countries offer and their active

approaches to life. While abroad, they have managed to leatn, experience and see things

*t i.h they have never known before their travels abroad. As the Informant has realised-

"there is so much we can leam from Europe" and that in order for him to feel as a

contem.porary youth, he is ready to do his best in order to feel an integral part of the

cuffent age. Thus, many Roma have long recognised that it is their own responsibilitl

to help themselves, rather than rely on certain countries with their policies or

politicians.
The term "art of living" is borrowed from Liegeois (2007: 95). It was chosen as it

well fits the worldviews of many of the informants to life and the approach for their

survival in it. A1so, it adequately describes the way Roma are in the world and in

handling their lives, rather than just providing nartatives of what should be done. Thel'

have seemingly taken an active and independent approach and also appreciated the

potential within these open societies and in a globalised world. Furthermore, Roma

irave learned they need to be brave, ready and flexible enough not only to survive it but

also do and live it with fun, joy and a positive outlook which allows them to the live it

fu11y. Thus, very often, against narratives of assimilation, Roma have appreciated the

great potential of being abroad while still maintaining their Roma consciousness and
;*uy.'. This is because the self-consciousness and perceptions of Roma remain; thel'

belilve there is very little which could be done to eradicate their Roma identity and

they believe they need to stay true to it.

,,We are us to a certain extent in the different countries to a different degree. [...] That is what makes

rne feel good - we feel freer." (Male, Montana, early 30s)

'selective multiculturalism' and the'Roma ways'

As seen, the processes of migration add and complement the identities of Roma

migrants as they experience new feelings which bring new dimensions to their realities.

Nei ertheless, a major part of them continue to see themselves as Roma. They believe

that one is a Roma and stays one forever and that is something which is hard to

eradicate. That is why, the term'oselective multiculturalism" is seen as quite appropriate

in our discussion of 'Romanipe', or what it is that Roma people themselves see as

defining and 'at the heart' of their identities. "selective multiculturalism" was used by
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Gropper and Miller (2001: 107) in their srud1' of American Madvaja Roma. What the

authors argued is that Roma do not lir e and act in a bubble and isolated from society.

Instead, they try and select what would u'ork tbr thetn as Roma and how to adopt it in
order to suit their own ideas and outlooks on 1itt. Similar processes of selectivity have

been observed within the processes of mi-wation oi Bulgarian Roma abroad.

As argued above, Roma migrants har e realised that they ought to change their
ways in a new space in order to be involr ed rn the n'r3tters of societies they come across.

What is being observed is that thev make sure to balance benveen what they claim to
be 'typical' for their ethnicity, but at the sanre iin: take and adapt to the ways of the

host societies. Thus, there is a constant ch:n:: "nd :rtlution in terms of their ideas,

perceptions, and practices which should rtrt ri :33: f s :ssimilation to host countries,

though a process of internalisation througll rtrrr,',::: 'r,l adopting them in order to
suit their own prisms. Thus, the difference. :: r-i>::-.:; D:'l.tices of various Romani
groups within the boundaries of a nation-sl::3 ::.: :-:,t, j3: ditierent countries should
not come as a surprise.

The Romani identity could be comparei 1. t, I',. s :: - :,
1987) - a collection of heterogeneous elen-,e::. .i,.--.r s

fashion in a certain space and time. \\hen a':r"-,,J- 3..":,:,.:
what is important for them, and w'hat ought i.' :: :r.!::
comes to commemorating and celebratins hc'-

Easter. Christmas and New Year, Roma ntek: s

not cease to celebrate what they perceive as

Vasili (also known as Vasilica and Vasil.t ttt ,i. '

on 13-14th January), or St. George's Da1' ll-lcr,i;.'.:". .=

to claim that these holidays are celebrated br the R,:::."
are holidays which are honoured and celebrated :-, :,

are traced to non-Roma origins. Yet, thts is r =:.
continuation of past, often non-Roma, legacies l:. .*-i- *'
case interesting is their ability to combine ditterer": ::.j '. 

=:-
fashion and claim it for their 'Own'.

For example, the ways Roma in Bulgaria celetrc Wa Vsilia St Crorge's
Day can differ among the different Rornani grurps, Yct, &ord il rrr'cs (rl a new
dimension. While in another country, Roma aptrrecidefuydnnid -' local laws
and requirements and thus cannot slaughter an animd agebgeinbig ryaces
as they are used to in Bulgaria. Instead, they purchase a bftd fc 'Th f,me New Year'
as the custom is to slaughter a bird like a goose, &.rdr, a. oo.t, rthile for Herdelezi,
they purchase lamb from the butchers instead of slaug@inglttstnclves in the open

air. Their gatherings abroad are also usually limited m fr;b d clcc friends - two
or three families - while the music is quieter as thery d b mind the privacy of
neighbours who do not necessarily celebrate these days. Wlilc {xoa{ interlocutors

shared that their Romani culture is being emiched u,hilc xt- is bcing lost are things
which have been in fact deemed as undesirable:

"I only lose the ugly things [while abroad], those which I hate bm &ceing of losing because I
don't need them. For example, it is not obligatory when we ae in coryy o drink and drink and
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then get up and dance kyuchersi ['belly dance' in Bulgarian] and to start fighting in the end. Or suc:

kinds of things the ugly Roma behaviours... Or for example, you put the music on [maximurr.
volume ... without considering neighbours. ... [Abroad] it is not like this you need to pay attentiLr.

to all this. [...] they bring us survachki ('cypaa.mn' in Bulgarian), the kids survakat ('cypaaxar' ii
Bulgarian) there. ... We have also done engagement parties, weddings not yet, however, engagemen:

parties, birthdays ... in a bar or in a restaurant - and there is music, orchestras, anything your sou

longs for." (Male, Montana, 30s)

The quote above is a fair example of the adaption and evolvement of traditions.

The example of the survachka has often been brought up by the respondents fronl

Montana. Survachka ('cypsaura' in Bulgarian) is an omamented cornel stick which, in

an old Bulgarian custom, was used by young children to lightly hit the backs (survctku;

'cypsaxar' in Bulgarian) of the adults in the family with wishes of health, joy and for

a fruitful year.] This is an interesting example of a symbolic respect of the holiday and

the way they decide to celebrate it. Survachkas are both used for New Year (1

DecemLer) as it is widely celebrated but also for the celebration of the Vasilica (1-{"

January) or what Bulgarian Roma consider'their Roma'New Year. This object is thus

regarded as necessary for the proper commemoration of the holidays. In the cases when

there is little presence of Roma migrants from Bulgaria abroad, or not a well-
established Romani community abroad, migrants use their imaginations and make sure

they create one themselves. Thus, instead of the traditional cornel they use what thel
could find in order to continue the customs and ways of celebrating it:

"My niece always used to come with her children to survakat. Last year, interestingly, we didn't hai e

survachka, so I went to a 500 year old tree - the one for the cacao. I took a liule green branch and that

is how they did it." (Female, Montana, 50s)

To continue the narrative of adaptation of traditions in other spaces, we have some

interesting examples of a combination of holidays or hybridisation.

"On the 6 May, it is Gergyovden and we are in Netherlands - we celebrate it there. On the 6 May, I

took the Dutch flag - a quite big one - took it from here to the city centre. The guy was playing music

and we were dancing the horo. That was in Rotterdam. They [the locals] know it and call it a fest.

This is a Bulgarian holiday, however, you get the Dutch flag. [...]

We had the Dutch flag and were dancing the horo. You are in Netherlands, so you adopt their flag,

but you celebrate your own holiday. On the other side there were Italians, Turkish, and the dancing is

interesting for them. The horo dance is interesting in itself but for them it is unusual. They see these

moves for the first time. So, even though we are far away, it is as if we are here [in Montana]. As if
rr e are here. Your hearl is here [in Bulgaria]. [...]

The rakict, the beer. I found an Arab shop - no pork there; or I go to the Turkish shop. I ordered 34

Iambs. So. I told the guys from the mahala ['neighborhood'] - 'if you want good lamb you go there'.

[The butcher] brings it and you choose what you like. There are Serbian ovens, which roast them in

u hole pieces. So, we get together. If it is only me and my son and my wife - it is not happening. We

get together four or five [families]". (Male, Montana, 50s)
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The namative above is quite salutarv because it captures the birth of a process at
its very inception. We are able to see in the narrative above the art of being selective
and a hybridity in which several important. for the Romani migrants, elements and
variables are combined to create a ne\\' erperience. reflective of the old, in their daily
lives in a new space - Rotterdam. It is laden s'ith three main factors. Firstly, as
Bulgarian citizens, they feel Bulgarian and cenain hoiidal's and celebrations resonate
in them, such as celebrating Ner,v Year. Christmas. as s'el1 as the customs which have
been borrowed by the Bulgarian folk. Thus. dancine the horo - a collective dance in
which participants form a circle, a line or other tbnnations is a custom which could
be directly linked with the practices in tl-re 1an,Js :her har e 1ir ed in for generations.
Secondly, as Roma, they have adapted the hr.iic:rs srr rhar thei'uphold their Roma
identity by also playing the music and rhrrhurs o: ihe RLrne. \nd thirdly, the new space
they happen to occupy has made them adapt ia,- '.r;i s :n:r celebrate and sustain their
identities even more. Now, instead of takirs :i: B *l:,::,n :l:_:. the Roma in Rotterdam
take the Dutch flag. However. in dancing r l.::;:. 3"--..:t :r..k dance. the horo, their
Romani identities do not diminish but ha., e : ::..::l- ,:; :e;iiliar taste and nuance.
Furthermore, they have learned that tbr *h:t ::.:-, :.:.3r'"; 'tt -i Rurp13' holidays they
are no longer able to slaughter anirnals a: :h-', ..-i.J :: -: B-l:":r:. rhoush they'have
found their way by locating Arab butcher: :i--. J..3:-: S;::.,: L-,3:. irt nhich to roast
their lamb. Fufther, the purposefttl search r-r: r:::.:-:: --1. :---.: s. ]r.c :]re $avs the;-
begin to celebrate various important occ3siLr:s ;:.-.=t :r t-=: -:3:: .:dication of
assemblages, or combinations, of ingenuiq "rc--"---'"^*o'

In the few cases when there were mrred :l:;=:-3:
Roma 'ways'were perceived as values rrhrch tr*:li .l
brides were expected to acquaint themselr'es * i:r ::.. ', r
as the customs and important celebrations.

"[...] there is no way for us to combine it rvith the En:
Cigansko ['Gypsy' in Bulgarian] - that which u e knol
behind. You know, the father will get in, he uill jirr-,.;..',:

woman so that she could see how it is done. She u as fin \1 -::.::
goose[inorderforhertoseehowwedoitandlearn... i::>:\' -- : : -- -_ : ]
around looking for fish along the river Themes for 12 h .-. - a fis[ mrte

signature meal and as a way to commemorate the hci.;:-.
35 exemplifies his will regarding the importance c: ::

celebrating certain holidays may be missins. rrr3n\ rrr :.-.; .i...c.::tJ.nts of this sfudy try
and do their best to adapt them and improvise bur s::-- ri;p ihe spirit and the idea of
the events. Also, as the quote above demonstrates. the Ir::r.u'rc-utor iS eager to teach his
new English daughter-in-law 'the ways' things are Crric in his family, the relations
between family members and extended famili and tnends and neighbours. According
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to his own narrative, they have been planning to make the wedding in their native

Montana, mostly because of the new daughter in-law and more precisely in order for

her to learn and realise the values and the ways of their Roma ethnic group.

The change of the 'Roma ways' is quite subtle and reasoned. Since Romani

migrants have been living in close proximity to the host societies, they often express

curiosity about the local customs and holidays and even join them in their local

celebrations. The Roma do not live in a bubble but quite on the contrary, they are eager

to learn and adapt to the local ways. Thus, we have got many examples of Roma joining.

adapting to the locals, then internalising it as part of their own while in the new spaces.

As an example, a recently retumed migrant from Italy managed to introduce a

fashionable trend by wearing scarves for boys. Wearing scarves by males, as he

explained to me, in the Romani neighbourhood in Montana used to be associated with
femininity and therefore could be the source of ridicule and mockery.

"[From Italy I got] only cerlain things - I got moccasins, hats, gloves, scarves - that which I saw u as

a fashion. I even introduced a fashion maybe three year ago. I introduced a fashion with the scari.

Before that, everybody who wore a scarf was [considered] a pederast, a gay, or something of the sort.

However, when I introduced the scarf, they said it is something interesting and they saw it u'as

fashionable now - because the Italians dictate fashion in principle. [...]

Then they started to buy scarves from Holland, Italy, Denmark. So, I just introduced one scarf here in

the mahala and in a week everyone had a scarf. A friend of mine saw me with the scarf and he likeci

it a lot. He even went to the Czech Republic as a representative of Bulgaria - the Bulgarian Roma -
representing them in the Czech Republic - there was something like a grand gathering where different
European Roma came together." (Male, Montana, early 20s)

The quote above is a clear example of a "culture of migration" (Kandel and

Massey 2002;Ebick 2008) and the internalisation of a fashion by the Roma. They have

liked the new trend, approved of it and, as the case above exemplifies, even used it as

a orepresentation' of Bulgarian Roma abroad. It also supports the idea that Roma adopt

and adapt with ease and are open to new trends and fashions which changes 'their
culture'.

"Any new fashion which comes out - my children are the first one to wear it. Both in Poland and here

[Bulgaria]. If something new comes out, I buy it by all means - for me or for the kids." (Female, Stara

Zagora, 50s)

"In general, we the Bulgarians, the Roma, we know how to dress." (Male, Stara Zagora, early 20s)

These quotes seek to illustrate the ease with which respondents relate with neu'

rrends and artefacts in contemporary Europe. They are not afraid to be in the world and

feel fully in tune with fashion, music and behaviour. Many Roma shared their readiness

to erperience and learn from the host culture, but at the same time honour and stay

1o1al to the ways they are familiar with:

"\\'e [celebrate] everything! Look what we celebrate - the Ciganski ['Gypsy' in Bulgarian], the

Turkish. rhe Polish and the Bulgarian - these traditional holidays we celebrate. New Year is not our

holidal . it is a Bulgarian holiday - we do it. Vasilovden is a Ciganski holiday and we celebrate it.

Bayram-aTLrrkish1-.;
Easter.

How about the \\ e\ ::

- There is no uar r.,..
female boss comes. . . ,:
we play music and ri: ,

around us - that rs hc,..i

50s)

This narratir e r

find themselves inc:
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Bayram - a Turkish holiday and we celebrate it. We celebrate the Polish Easter and we celebrate our
Easter.

- How about the way the Polish celebrate?

- There is no way you will not celebrate because thel eir e \ Lru a couple of days for rest. When the
fernale boss comes...and says'todaywe have a holida\'. Srr. \\hat ne do is prepare food, the grill, ...
rve play music and we start dancing we dance u ith the itmale boss. u ith the Polish when they are
aroundus thatishowitis.Theyexplain16u5*hatr::dtriholidal itis."(Female,staraZagora,
50s)

This narrative is one which is characteristic oi trther Bulearian Roma abroad. They
find themselves increasingly adopting the ttstrr ilres tri the host societies, cooking their
cuisine and also doing what the loca1s do in gen::,-. I: ;.rulC be also said that they do
not fail to internalise the things thel like anri .rrr:i;r*: i: :s : tradition of their own.

"I make the Paella. I make it the best. I er en mak: .:
I beat the Spanish on [cooking] the Paella. I coc^
themselves because they were my _euests. I er::-
Bulgaria]. Only the material is rnissing." (\fale. So:.

"The idea is bom because my world-vieu is like th-.. , -

some sor1. It is not that I have seen from the \\'est. . '
yard paradise-like; to make an English yard: gra-.s. r.;:. : :r-
arrange the pine-trees and so forlh. [...]

I like it, it is pleasing to my eye - the Westem sn1e. r: :.' , :

pleasing my eye. My eye, however, is greedl \'ora.rLri -: :

compared to the one of the Spanish, the French. oi rhe ,',: : ,""

made many remarks to Spanish friends of mine: '\\h.. :: :...: . ;
beautiful this way!' So, if they take my advice: becau-.. ::
they say'Yes, yes, truly it is very beautiful. Tmly. it le.j::: -
take; I do not copy any.thing from them. Everythine i. : :: : ,

I have, I go and see it abroad. However, my fantasl is i: ,:.-
anything - everlthing is mine. I have rny own vision." , \1..:. S

5 dishes/trays here [in

Cigmski, European of
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The last two quotes were selected in order ILr Jr'..
in this last section. I found them quite poignanr as in3'"

of Roma towards life. By being abroad, Roma n'irn;J3 :

their eyes and get further inspired. It seems it opens mrn,- dms fu inspir*ion and life
choices, which they manage to borrow and expand m 'trcir o*u Rma' level, and
which could no longer be fully credited to the local ho6ts r$ it b beimg used by the
Roma. This is what makes the study of the Roma abcorbitrg md inspiring. As the
lnformant put it, it does not take much for an artist to creah. gpod piece of work and
this could be further applied to their art of living- fhe exryIcs above sought to give a

snapshot of a Roma way of combining elements md fu ueaim of a 'rhizome' or
mosaic which is unique to its own. This bricolage, mxny Rma fxil to see as genuine to
any particular culture or countrSr and that is what makes lhflIfeel as Roma - the ability



to be selective towards the things they particularly like and to present in a 'genuine

Roma' fashion. These processes and styles seem to be in a constant state of creation

and becoming and this could be accredited to their travel and mobility'

Conclusion

This chapter sought to give an analysis of the identities of Roma migrants. [t was argued

that Roma identities are constituted on three main levels. Firstly, they seem to be a

reaction to the widespread labels and perceptions about the Roma which have been

generally poftrayed, in the negative, as stable and rigid. Thus, many Roma have realised

the need to hide their origins but they are also eager to resolve their differences anC

peculiarities as this one-sidedness hinders their life prospects, both in their homelands

and abroad. This reaction has managed to encompass many Roma and make them act

as one whole body as it aims to counter these master narratives and labels, thus creating

an 'IJs' versus 'Them' narrative. Secondly, Roma seem to have internalised the labels

attached to themselves. Therefore, not different to non-Roma, they sometimes distance

themselves from and Other Roma groups which are not part of their own. This is due

to fear, mistrust and lack of proper exposure to these groups. Thirdly, it appeared that

certain qualities and traits which are deemed as 'negative', such as stealing, being an

outlaw and having a poor upbringing, act as points of Othering, rather than certain

ethnicities or groups per se.

The processes of migration have materialised some great discoveries for Bulgarian

Roma migrants. As a result of them living in new and greater spaces abroad, their

identities begin to transform as they morph into new hybrid shapes and add to their

bricolage. They have the willingness and are ready to be fully involved in the societies

they inhabit and do anything possible in order to become part of these societies. Thus.

Roma migrants have demonstrated an art of being selective -the combination of
"selective multiculturalism" (Gropper and Miller 2001 207) and an 'oalt of living"
(Liegeois 2OO7:95) - but without forgetting about their Roma identities. This is all

remarkable, as they have demonstrated receptivity and the combination of the ways of
the local hosts with those of their original hometowns, and, at the same time, what thel
consider 'typical' for them as Roma. Therefore we could observe constant processes of
selectivity and thus consider the Romani identity as 'Romanipe' in a continuous process

of becoming.
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